Investigation of scrambled ions in tandem mass spectra. Part 1. Statistical characterization.
Scrambled ions have become the focus of recent investigations of peptide fragmentation. Here, an investigation of more than 390,000 high quality CID mass spectra is presented to explore the extent of scrambled ions in mass spectra and the possible fragmentation rules during scramble reactions. For the former, scrambled ions generally make up more than 10 % of mass spectra in number, although the abundances are less than 0.1 of the base peak. For the latter, relatively preferential re-opening sites were found for aliphatic residues Ala, Ile, Leu, and other residues such as Met, Gln, Ser, Phe, and Thr, whereas disfavored sites were found for basic residues Arg, Lys, and His, and Trp for both scrambled b and a ions. Similar preferential order in re-opening reaction was found in the reaction of losing internal residues when cleavage occurs at C-terminal side of 20 residues. However, when cleavage occurs at N-terminal side, Glu, Phe, and Trp become the most preferential sites. These results provide a deep insight into cleavage rules during scramble reactions for prediction of peptide mass spectra. Also, an additional investigation of whether scrambled ions could help discriminate false identifications from correct identifications was performed. Probing the number fraction of scrambled ions in falsely and correctly interpreted spectra and analyzing the correlation between scrambled ions and SEQUEST scores XCorr and Sp showed scrambled ions could at some extent help improve the discrimination in singly charged identifications, whereas no improvement was found for multiply charged results.